Pearlesque & Crystal Bracelet: AVA

Finished Length Aprox: 7 ½ inches

Materials:





26 in. Rose Gold Pearlesque Capture Chain #2941
19.5 in. Crystal Cup Chain #4101
1 pr. Antique Brass Tube End Cap #3588
1 Starry Night Clasp #3293

From you stash:





2 – 3.5mm or 4mm jump rings
2-3 grams size 11ᵒ Seed Beads
Beading Thread in corresponding color
Size 10 beading needle

Tools:
 Chain Nose Pliers
 Scissors or wire cutters

Bracelet Instructions:
1. Cut 4 pieces of Rose Gold Pearlesque capture chain, 6.5 inches long.
2. Cut 3 pieces of Crystal Cup Chain, 6.5 inches long. Clip off the connector at both ends of the cup chains.
3. Gently insert the pliers into the tube end caps and enlarge the opening slightly to accommodate the crystal cup
chain.
4. Slide a piece of capture chain into the tube end cap, making certain that one of the balls inside the chain is
captured in the end cap. Next slide on a 6.5” strand of Crystal Cup Chain and snug it up to the capture chain
already in place. Continue sliding on the other strands, alternating the cup chain and capture chain. End with
the capture chain. Close the little tab at the end.
5. At the other end, line up the chains and even up the length of the strands if necessary. Insert the strands of
Pearlesque and cup chains as before. Close the little tab.
6. Load your needle with a comfortable length of beading thread. Secure the thread at the top of the bracelet.
Insert the needle horizontally, and have the needle come out just under the end cap and above the connector
space at the top of the crystal chain. String on two seed beads, then insert the needle horizontally through the
middle of the next strand of capture chain, coming out at the next connector space. The seed beads should
nestle in the vacant spot over the connector. Continue this way until you reach the end and exit the chain.
7. Turn the bracelet over and insert the needle back through the capture chain very close to where you exited.
Have the needle come out over the connector, string on two seed beads and insert the needle through the
next strand of capture chain. Continue until you reach the end.
8. Turn the bracelet over and insert the needle back through the capture chain, slide the needle down the inside
of the capture chain exciting at the next gap in the cup chain.
9. Continue adding seed beads, front and back in this way until you reach the end. Add the clasp with two ump
rings.
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